The JMdict/EDICT Japanese-English Dictionary is a freely-available dictionary distributed in XML (JMdict)and text (EDICT) formats. It is widely used as a source of lexical material in dictionary systems and text-processing projects. We propose two refinements to make the dictionary more computationally tractable: marking entries where the English is not a translation equivalent and expanding contracted entries. We then propose and apply semi-automatic methods to refine existing entries. The resulting dictionary is shown to be more suitable for the construction of machine translation rules.
Introduction
Resources built for one task can often be useful in others. WordNet, for example, started off as an test-bed for a particular model of lexical organization (Fellbaum, 1998, p4) and is now widely used in natural language processing (NLP) applications. In this paper we look at the Japanese/English lexicon JMdict/EDICT (Breen, 2004) , which started out as a voluntary project to produce a freely available Japanese/English Dictionary in machine-readable form. In addition to being useful for people as a bilingual dictionary, it is also widely used in NLP applications. For example, it has been the base to make compound noun lexicons (Tanaka and Matsuo, 1999; Ohmori and Higashida, 1999) , new bilingual lexicons (Paik et al., 2001; Apel, 2002; Sjöbergh, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005; Fujita and Bond, 2006; Bond and Ogura, 2007) and machine translation transfer rules Nichols et al., 2007) .
We look at two ways of making the dictionary even more tractable for NLP tasks: (1) marking entries where the English is not a translation equivalent and (2) expanding contracted entries. Then, we discuss some planned future enhancements. Finally we describe the process of making transfer rules in more detail.
JMdict/EDICT
The JMdict/EDICT project now has approximately 110,000 Japanese/English entries recorded, with the number increasing at about 1,000 per month. A WWW-based system for submitting amendment and new entry suggestions is yielding about 100 submissions each day, which close to the limit that can be handled by the sole editor (Breen) .
The project dictionary is distributed in three formats:
1. the full JMdict (XML) format, both in Japanese-English and JapaneseEnglish/German/French/etc. versions.
2. the original EDICT format, which only allows for one kanji word and one reading per entry. Thus JMdict entries which have alternative kanji or okurigana forms, or which have alternative readings will result in multiple entries in the EDICT file.
3. the EDICT2 format (shown below) which allows for multiple kanji words and readings in an entry, and is in effect a human-readable equivalent of the JMdict entries.
The dictionary files are generated daily, and are available via ftp and rsync, thus allowing WWW servers that use the files to stay up-to-date. 1 At present all editing is taking place at Monash University, with semiautomated creation of new entries, and manual amendment of existing entries. A new WWW-based maintenance system in nearing completion which will enable distributed editing with a pool of editors. The new system has a more flexible database which will allow additional information to be included in the entries, and greater access to the data by project members.
Enhancements to the Dictionary Structure
A typical entry (for jiten "dictionary") in the EDICT2 format is shown below:
The various marks indicate that it is a common word (P), there is an orthographic variant with old Kanji (oK), and that the Japanese part of speech is a noun (n). In this entry, as in most entries, the English gloss is a translation equivalent and the entry is effectively reversible: 辞典 ↔ dictionary . This allows the use of JMdict as an English→Japanese lexicon, even though it basically Japanese→English.
However there are some entries where the reversibility does not hold. For example consider the simplified entry for ten "piece" (2):
(1) /(n,n-suf) spot/mark/ (2) point/dot/ (3) (n-suf) counter for goods or items/(P)/
In this case the third gloss is not a translation equivalent, but rather an explanation: ten "piece" is used as a suffix for numbers when counting goods or items. We would not expect to want to look up this directly, and could not directly use the gloss to create translation rules.
Another example where the reverse look up fails is disjunctive entries such as (2): (3) 田地 [ でんち; でんじ] /(n) farmland/rice field or paddy/ In this case, two translations have been collapsed into the second gloss: rice field and rice paddy. This contraction of entries is important in paper dictionaries, where space is precious, but causes problems for electronic access: the translation equivalent rice field will not be an exact match and the translation rice paddy is not even a contiguous string.
The solution to the first problem is to explicitly mark the type of each gloss. The default type is equ (translation equivalent) whereas explanations are marked as exp. Simplified examples of this marked up in XML are shown in (4):
<gloss g type="equ">spot</gloss> <gloss g type="exp">counter for goods or items</gloss>
The solution to the second is even simpler: split the entry with "or" into two separate entries: 
Expanding Disjunctive Entries
There were 2843 entries containing " or " in JMdict (1.3% of the JapaneseEnglish entries contained a disjunctive gloss). Four word entries were the most common, with the longest entry consisting of 35 words.
An initial survey of the glosses found three major types (G) good translation equivalents (D) disjunctive glosses and (E) explanations.
The vast majority were of short entries (5 words or less) were of type D, while the longer entries were mainly of type E.
The algorithm for rewriting was simple:
1. Remove any articles from the gloss 2. if the final word is two, other or another ⇒ G 3. elsif the Japanese entry ends in か ⇒ G 4. elsif the gloss appear more than 3 times (e.g yes or no) ⇒ G 5. elsif there 6 or more words ⇒ E 6. elsif or is the second word (w 2 ) D split into w 1 , w 4 , w 5 , . . . and w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , . . .
7. elsif or is the second last word (w n−2 ) D split into . . . w n−4 , w n−3 , w n−2 and . . . w n−4 1, w n−3 , w n 8. else leave to be hand-checked
As a result of this 72 entries were judged to be good (G), 1,500 to be disjunctive (D) and the remaining 1,271 to be explanations (E) or requiring further checking.
In the examples given above, the disjunctive entries are rewritten as follows:
Evaluation
The effectiveness of splitting was tested by manual evaluation. For those judged G, there were only three errors, all caused by errors in the original entries.
For those split (D), only 2% were erroneous. The main source of errors was splitting good entries, such as (8). The 1,271 E entries included 304 that were actually disjunctive, but the vast majority were explanations such as (9), which was corrected to (10) We also investigated testing the validity of splitting the disjunctive entries by looking them up in a different lexicon (EDR, 1990) , but found only 35 hits, too few to be useful. Similarly, we investigated looking up entries in a bilingual aligned corpus (Utiyama and Takahashi, 2003) , but found too few hits to be useful.
Future Enhancements of JMDict
A number of enhancements are under consideration and at various stages of implementation. They include:
1. Extension of frequency-of-use information. At present about 30% of entries have frequency ranking information based primarily on a newspaper-based ranked word-list. This is being extended and refined using WWW-based word-frequency metrics.
2. Expansion of orthographical variants, including okurigana variants and kana substitution for non-Joujou kanji. Experimentation is under way into the automatic generation of potential variants combined with testing possible variants against the WWW and other corpora to determine their validity and level of usage.
3. Greater delineation of senses. At present only about 5% of entries have senses marked in the English glosses. While Japanese is not regarded as being highly polysemous, there is considerable scope to improve the level of sense tagging. There is some potential to employ NLP techniques on the English glosses to identify candidates for sense delineation.
4. Extension of cross-referencing including indication of synonyms and antonyms. At present there is a relatively low level of cross-referencing. Some experimentation using bag-of-words techniques with the English glosses has shown that this may be a fruitful approach for identifying synonyms.
5. Marking of domains. At present there is limited domain marking in a number of entries, and it is highly desirable that this be extended. An issue is determining an appropriate set of word domains to use. A possibility being explored is the application of Wordnet synsets. In this case the verbal form can be deduced from the nominal one using Nomlex (Macleod et al., 1998) or WordNet 2.0. However, there are over 10,000 verbal nouns, so semi-automatic checking becomes even more important.
Adding verb translations for verbal nouns (サ変名詞

Rule Acquisition
In this section we introduce how we produce transfer rules for a machine translation system. The specific system we are targetting is JaEn, a semantic transfer system using HPSG grammars for both parsing and generation .
Japanese→English MT
The architecture of our Japanese→English system (hereafter referred to as "Jaen") is semantic transfer via rewrite rules, as shown in Figure 1 . The source text is parsed using an HPSG grammar for the source language, and a semantic analysis in the form of Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) is produced. That semantic structure is rewritten using transfer rules into an target language MRS structure, which is finally used to generate text from a target language HPSG grammar. Jaen uses the MRS rewrite translation engine from the LOGON 2 Norwegian→English MT system (Løning et al., 2004) and parsers as well as English and Japanese grammars freely available from the DELPH-IN project 3 . In particular, we use the Japanese and English HPSG-based grammars JACY (Siegel, 2000) and the English Resource Grammar (ERG; Flickinger (2000)).
MRS ) is a semantic formalism representing syntactic relations in a generalized manner. MRS structures are flat, unordered collections of elementary predications (EPs) with handles (h) indicating scopal relations, events (e), and entities (x). Figure 2 gives the MRS for the sentence "Research is fun." The sentence is a statement, and the message, proposition m rel(e2) indicates this. tanoshii a rel(e2,x6) is an event, and takes kenkyuu s rel(x6) as its subject. noun-relation(x6) nominalizes kenkyuu s rel(x6), which is normally an event, turning it into an entity. MRS provides several features that make it attractive as a transfer language, such as uniform representation of pronouns, specifiers, temporal expressions, and the like over grammars. More details can be found in . 
Transfer Rules
As illustrated in Nygård et al. (2006) , transfer rules take the form of MRS tuples:
where IN(PUT) is rewritten by OUT(PUT), and the optional CON-TEXT specifies relations that must be present for the rule to match, and conversely, FILTER specifies relations whose presence blocks a rule from matching. Consider the following transfer rule to translate "言語" gengo into "language":
This rule rewrites any instance of gengo n 1 rel with language n 1 rel. #h1 and #x1 indicate that the LBL and ARG0 arguments of the MRS produced must be preserved. While this may seem like a fairly easy to understand rule, we must repeat the constraint on LBL and ARG0 every time we write a rule to translate nouns. In order to avoid such redundancy in rule writing, LOGON allows the user to specify rule types that can encapsulate common patterns in rules. The above rule can be generalized to cover nouns: The LOGON system contains a rich definition of rule types -many of which were immediately applicable to Jaen. Jaen inherited from LOGON rule types for open category lexical items such as common nouns, adjectives, and intransitive & transitive verbs. In addition, LOGON contains a number of rule types to specify rules for quantifiers, particles, and conjunctions, providing much of the framework needed to develop Jaen.
Rule Types Unique to Jaen
Here, we briefly describe a few rule types that were developed to handle linguistic phenomena unique to Japanese→English translation. In Figure 2 , we see an example of the Japanese verbal noun, 研究 "research" being used as a noun. In Jaen, Japanese verbal nouns are analyzed as events, and they produce messages accordingly. When it is being used as a noun, kenkyuu s rel is wrapped with the relation noun-relation. We handle these constructions with a special rule that nominalizes the verbal noun by removing its event and the associated message, and replacing them with and entity when it appears as a noun: In short, this rule type removes the noun-relation and all semantic relations resulting in the verbal noun's analysis as an event. This change makes it possible to treat verbal nouns identically to regular nouns in the rest of our transfer rules, eliminating the need to create multi-word transfer rules that have to distinguish between nouns and verbal nouns. This simplifies rule development significantly. And, thus, a rule to translate 「研究」 as the noun "research" can now be created using the standard noun template: 
Acquiring Open Category Transfer Rules from Bilingual
Dictionaries Nygård et al. (2006) demonstrated that it is possible to learn transfer rules for some open category lexical items using a bilingual Norwegian→English dictionary. They succeeded in acquiring over 6,000 rules for adjectives, nouns, and various combinations thereof. Their method entailed looking up the semantic relations corresponding to words in a translation pair, and matching the results using simple pattern matching to identify compatible rule types. Our approach is an effort to generalize this approach by using rule templates to generate transfer rules from input source and target semantic structures. 
Evaluation
We evaluated our system on the development set of the IWSLT 2006 evaluation campaign using the rules we acquired as outlined in this section. Evaluation results are summarized in Table 2 . We split all translation pairs into individual sentences on our own, yielding a slightly different number of translation sentences than reported in IWSLT 2006's data. Currently, we have increased our system's coverage from a starting point of 1.30% up to 12.93%. In doing so, we are able to translate a large number of sentences with interesting phenomena. Our system's bottleneck is semantic transfer which succeeds 33.20% of the time in comparison to the over 65% success rate of parsing and near 60% of generation. We report a Bleu score of 0.25 for the sentences we translate over the entire training set using a 3-gram Bleu score and one reference translation.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed a semi-automatic approach (automatic generation followed by manual checking) to improve disjunctive entries in the JMdict/EDICT lexicon, and outlined some of the future plans. Because the lexicon is freely available, any improvements will be multiplied by the number of projects that use the lexicon, making even small improvements valuable.
